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TikForce signs commercial agreement with leading mining
consultancy
Highlights
•

TikForce signs commercial agreement with ResourcesWA, a
mining consultancy with operations in Australia, South Africa
and Chile

•

The first of multiple potential project is to verify credentials of
up to 400 shut down specialist

•

The agreement provides a strong foundation for both
companies to expand and grow business in the consistent
resource shutdown & maintenance sector

TikForce Limited (ASX: TKF, ‘the Company’) is pleased to announce
that it has entered a commercial agreement with ResourcesWA utilising
the TikForce platform.

ResourcesWA delivers specialist technical, operational and financial
consulting services and has expanded into shutdown and maintenance
services. TikForce is providing a tiered candidate collection, screening,
and verification solution to meet the time-critical and regulatory
requirements involved in mine site shutdowns.
Following completion of documentation and identification by Tikforce, it is
proposed that the first of multiple operational exercises and completions
will be completed in the first quarter of 2017.
ResourcesWA Director Gres Vukman commented, “we are thrilled to be
partnering with TikForce in providing ResourcesWA and our clients with a
nimble, low-cost verification solution. The scope and nature of our
contracts required a solution that allows for the “Catch All” of relevant
credentials for a large number of prospective candidates. The TikForce
platform provides for multiple levels of verifications, with a simplistic
engagement portal.”
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The TikForce platform will reduce the costs and administration associated
with ensuring candidates meet the requirements for each position and
importantly provide ResourcesWA with a point of difference to attract new
clients.

TikForce CEO Kevin Baum commented “we are very pleased to
announce a strategically influential contract in the mining resource &
maintenance sector. This an extremely important area of business to the
company as it showcases cost savings and time efficiencies of the
TikForce workforce compliance platform.
We are confident that with this project now commencing, it will trigger
other companies in this sector will taking advantage of the TikForce
platform shortly.”

About ResourcesWA https://www.resources-wa.com.au/

ResourcesWA is focused on delivering an approach that closes the divide
between technical, operational and financial consulting, providing
advanced asset development and operations solutions to developers and
operators in the Mining and Energy Sectors. The business is expanding
into the delivery of shutdown and maintenance services to assist in
furthering our support to clients in operational improvement.
The head office and founding location of ResourcesWA, Western
Australia, is leading the globe in technological applications, advanced
communications and remote tasking and monitoring, making it our centre
of excellence for multi-asset and operational efficiency.
ResourcesSA, based in Pretoria South Africa, provides a unique and
specialised understanding of underground mining operations across a
plethora of mining techniques.
ResourcesLA, based in Santiago Chile, is our centre of excellence for
mineral processing, with a focus on water and tailings management,
energy efficiency, control and process optimisation, sustainability and
mineral economics.

About TikForce
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Tikforce is a Workforce Compliance Platform that verify individual
worker’s credentials meet or exceed the position requirements, set by
regulation or the company, regardless if they are candidates, employees
or work for suppliers.

Our platform is the most efficient and complete solution for workforce
identity, compliance checks and credentials and qualification screening.
The TikForce platform, is faster, cheaper, lower risk, than traditional
systems.
For more information please visit: http://www.tikforce.com/.
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